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“Dad, what do you think Xiao Huan might do if she had been holding back some big move? What 

method could she use to clear her name? Also, how should we go further and make her get convicted?” 

Liu Changfeng was a good actor, but when it came to scheming, he knew that he was less than a 

thousandth of his father. 

When some people yearned for someone but couldn’t get them, their hearts would change. Liu 

Changfeng belonged to this category. 

Over the past few days, the more he thought about it, the more he felt that his father was right. Only by 

making Mu Huan lose everything would he get a chance to have her. Hence, she had to be convicted. 

When Liu Dongxu heard this, he was silent for a moment. “Under such circumstances, if Mu Huan wants 

to clear her name, she can only do so if she really ordered the experiment to stop immediately after she 

took office. Also, she didn’t force Johnson to his death. The evidence of the illegal drug testing project 

on the children had nothing to do with her and Johnson’s death. The video and last words that Johnson 

had left behind were all to frame her.” 

Liu Dongxu frowned. 

“It shouldn’t be easy for her to find evidence. After all, you and all the shareholders have announced to 

the public that she has nothing to do with the previous experiments. After she took office, she 

immediately ordered the experiment to stop. However, no one believed her at all. And Johnson is dead.” 

Liu Changfeng felt that there was no evidence to prove what really happened. It was not easy for Mu 

Huan to find evidence to prove her innocence in this aspect. After all, there were so many witnesses, 

and no one believed her. 

“No.” Liu Dongxu’s expression turned serious when he thought of something. “She’s not making a move 

yet and she’s not in a hurry. Maybe there’s really such evidence!” 

Liu Dongxu had bribed a servant from Mu Huan’s family. Although this servant could not get close to Mu 

Huan and could not get any important information, the servant could report on the general situation of 

Mu Huan being imprisoned at home for the past few days. That servant said that not only was Mu Huan 

not worried, but she was also relaxed and could eat and drink. She was even in the mood to play games. 

If there was no countermeasure in place, it was impossible for a person facing jail time to be so relaxed. 

Liu Changfeng frowned. “Didn’t you destroy the video of the meeting? If that’s the case, how can she 

have evidence?” 

Previously, Mu Huan had issued an order to stop this illegal drug test at a meeting, but those records 

had been erased by his father. 

“There shouldn’t be any traces of Johnson’s death.” The person who’d dealt with Johnson was even 

more experienced and careful. He wouldn’t have left any traces. 



“There’s a saying in this world that anything that has happened will definitely leave a mark. Hence, even 

though we have already cleaned up the evidence very well, it’s not that absolute,” Liu Dongxu said with 

a frown. 

Liu Changfeng: “…” 

Since his father had said so, it was very likely that Mu Huan had gotten hold of the evidence. 

“If she really has such evidence, then we can’t let her be convicted…” Were they going to fail? 

“It’s not just that she can’t be convicted. When the time comes, I’ll be the one to be convicted. I used to 

be in charge of Rui Hui!” The more Liu Dongxu thought about it, the heavier his gaze became. 

Liu Changfeng said instinctively, “Then what should we do?” 

Liu Dongxu did not speak, but his eyes became darker and colder. 

Liu Dongxu was indeed a formidable person. He had guessed correctly all the evidence that Mu Huan 

had. 

Hence, when Mu Huan’s evidence exploded the next day, he was not shocked and caught off guard. He 

only lamented that a capable person like Mu Huan had not become the daughter-in-law of his Liu family. 
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Otherwise, how glorious would his Liu family have become? How great would their future have been? 

  

The evidence that Mu Huan had exposed restored the entire truth. 

  

The evidence proved that before Mu Huan received Rui Hui, she had found out that Rui Hui 

Pharmaceuticals had been illegally conducting tests. She personally hated such things. Hence, after she 

took over the position, she immediately stopped all the related tests and disbanded the team in charge 

of such a project. Johnson had even brought his subordinates to look for Mu Huan to protest. 

  

In other words, things were not as Johnson had said. Mu Huan had not forced him to do such a thing, 

saying that if he didn’t obey, he would be forced to commit suicide. The truth was that Mu Huan didn’t 

allow Johnson to do such a heartless thing, and he still did it. 

  

His death had not been forced by Mu Huan. It was his direct superior at Rui Hui who had forced him to 

his death and then used such a matter to frame Mu Huan and make her step down. 

  



Her evidence was very strong as it was direct video evidence. Such direct evidence made the public 

gasp! 

  

In the past, Rui Hui’s illegal drug testing had nothing to do with Mu Huan, the new CEO. The reason she 

was temporarily detained was that she was suspected of forcing Johnson to die and wanting to test a 

drug on kindergarten children. Now, she had evidence to prove that everything was false. 

  

And the authorities had no evidence to prove her guilt. 

  

Hence, on the day the evidence was released, she was released from house arrest and regained her 

freedom. 

  

However, just as Liu Dongxu had said, if Mu Huan was fine, then he was the one who was in trouble. This 

was because if such a matter was exposed, someone had to be responsible. And most of the illegal drug 

testing had happened in the past. In the past, he had been the one in charge of Rui Hui. 

  

Now, no one would believe him if he said that he didn’t know. 

  

Furthermore, Johnson’s death made people suspect him directly. This was because he would have 

benefited the most from Mu Huan’s removal. 

  

After seeing Mu Huan’s evidence, Liu Changfeng smiled bitterly and said, “Xiao Huan is really capable. 

She actually kept such evidence.” 

  

Her evidence proved that she had been wary of them from the start. She had guessed that they might 

take this step, so she had left evidence behind with every step. 

  

She was waiting for them to do such a thing before ruthlessly counterattacking. The pit that they dug 

would only bury themselves. 

  

“She’s capable,” Liu Dongxu said with a sigh. As he had guessed this step ahead of time and was 

mentally prepared, he wasn’t very affected. 

  



He could only sigh over how Mu Huan was such a formidable person. She was so young, yet she was so 

cautious. 

  

He had underestimated her. 

  

“You’ll eventually harm yourself.” Liu Changfeng felt that this sentence was the most suitable to 

describe the current them. 

  

He had spared no expense, but in the end, he did not manage to destroy Mu Huan. Instead, he got 

himself into trouble. In order to put out this fire, he had to pay a painful price. 

  

“In life, who doesn’t fail? Victory and defeat are common in war. If you fail this time, there will be a next 

time. You just have to remember the reason for your failure and not make such a mistake again,” Liu 

Dongxu said. 

  

“The reason for our failure this time is that we underestimated our enemy. From now on, we have to 

value Mu Huan very much.” 

  

“Do we still have a future? Didn’t you say yesterday that if Xiao Huan was fine, then you would be the 

one who was in trouble?” Illegal drug testing was a crime. Although most of these experiments had been 

done overseas, they had also done it in Country Y, and this had been exposed. 

  

As such, his father, who was once in charge, would have to go to jail for at least a few years. 
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“Of course. It’s just a small matter,” Liu Dongxu said with a smile. 

All these years, he had been in control of Rui Hui. What had he not seen before? This was nothing. 

Since Liu Dongxu had already guessed what evidence Mu Huan had, he’d naturally come up with a 

countermeasure. 

When Liu Changfeng heard his words, he thought of something. “Dad, do you want Meng Hao to bear 

these responsibilities?” 

“I’m not asking him to bear these responsibilities. It’s just that he should bear these things,” Liu Dongxu 

corrected. 



On the surface, Liu Dongxu was absolutely supportive of Mu Huan stopping that kind of experiment. 

Previously, when he was doing those illegal experiments, he also had a hand in it. He was not directly 

involved in Johnson’s death. Now, he could push all the direct responsibility for the entire matter to 

someone else. Given the evidence that Mu Huan had found, Johnson’s immediate superior, Meng Hao, 

could bear all the responsibility. 

Meng Hao used to be the vice-president of the company. The vice-president had enough power for him 

to have done these things behind Liu Dongxu’s back. He had enough motive as well. This was because 

the money the company had given him was for him to test the drugs through proper channels. In order 

to fill his own pockets, he did not follow the company’s rules and did not test the drugs through proper 

channels. He chose an illegal method that cost very little. 

All these years, he had used this to pocket a lot of public funds. 

The moment Mu Huan came up, she’d cut off his path to wealth. He would definitely have been 

unwilling to accept that. Hence, he’d forced Johnson to frame Mu Huan, wanting her to step down. 

He had human evidence, physical evidence, and motive. 

“Did Meng Hao agree?” 

“Yes.” 

“What conditions did he give?” Meng Hao was a greedy person. If he were to be put in jail for this 

matter, he would definitely demand an exorbitant price. 

“He has nothing on me. He has no right to make conditions.” Liu Dongxu snorted. 

Matters had now come to this. Strictly speaking, he had profited. All these years, Meng Hao’s appetite 

had grown bigger and bigger, and he was becoming more and more disobedient. He had long wanted to 

kick him out of the company, but he had never found a suitable opportunity. Now, Mu Huan had given 

him a superb opportunity. 

The day after Mu Huan exposed the evidence, the former vice-president of Rui Hui Pharmaceutical, 

Meng Hao, was arrested. On the third day, the authorities held a press conference to confirm his various 

crimes. 

Looking at the report on the television, Mu Huan pouted. “Liu Dongxu is really an old fox. Not only did 

those evidence not hurt him at all, but they even helped him get rid of the tumor that was about to 

threaten him.” 

After finding out that she was the heir of Rui Hui Pharmaceuticals, Mu Huan had investigated the 

relationship between its higher-ups. She knew that Meng Hao had gradually become arrogant over the 

years, and Liu Dongxu was about to become unable to tolerate him. 

Bo Junyan reached out to pull her into his embrace and said, “Back then, he was able to take over your 

great-grandfather’s business and maintain it so well. Naturally, he’s capable. From now on, we’ll take it 

slow.” 



Liu Dongxu was a very capable person. Furthermore, he had been in power for many years. Hence, he 

had already stabilized his network and economic strength. He was not someone who could be easily 

defeated. 

“Initially, I wanted to share Rui Hui’s shares with him. This is equivalent to the shares that the Liu family 

could have gotten from my marriage with Liu Changfeng. Fortunately, I’d changed my mind because of 

the illegal drug testing. Otherwise, things would be even harder now…” Mu Huan sighed. 

If the shares in Liu Dongxu’s hands were to equal hers, he would probably directly cast her aside and 

make her have no right to speak. 
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“However, though I didn’t give him that many shares, I compensated him with other things. I originally 

thought that this amount of profit would make him not have any complaints and have him work hand in 

hand with me. I didn’t expect it to come to this. 

  

“I also didn’t expect that it wasn’t my great-grandfather who made the will. It’s wrong. It’s just that he 

forced my great-grandfather to make such a will back then. If I had known earlier, I wouldn’t have given 

him so much shares and benefits.” Mu Huan’s heart ached at the thought of all that money. 

  

Especially when the shares and benefits she had given Liu Dongxu turned into his capital to deal with her 

and make things difficult for her. 

  

It made her want to vomit blood. 

  

“If you have money, you can make more. Don’t dwell on the past.” Bo Junyan lowered his head and 

kissed her. 

  

“I don’t want to start over. I want to think about how I’m going to clean up this mess next. It’s giving me 

a headache!” Mu Huan thought about how, because of this storm, Rui Hui’s share price had fallen so 

badly. There were also the negative effects of the company’s illegal drug testing. All sorts of things made 

her head hurt even more. 

  

Although she knew that Liu Dongxu was indignant and that he would definitely try his best to make 

everything go wrong for her, she was still a little surprised that he had exposed the illegal testing of 



drugs and caused Rui Hui to suffer such a serious injury. This was because he was the second-largest 

shareholder of Rui Hui. If Rui Hui was damaged, it would mean that his interests were damaged. 

  

She really didn’t know why he had to do this. He might not necessarily be able to harm the enemy, but 

he would definitely suffer serious damage. Wasn’t it good enough to have an internal fight? Why did he 

have to do this? 

  

Now that things had turned out this way, it would be very troublesome to restore Rui Hui’s reputation. It 

was likely that Rui Hui would not be able to make a profit for the time being. 

  

There would be a series of troublesome matters. Thinking about those troublesome matters made her 

head hurt even more. 

  

Suddenly, her eyes lit up and she looked up at Bo Junyan. 

  

Bo Junyan: “…” 

  

Her small eyes were so bright that he felt a little scared. 

  

Just as he was about to say something, Mu Huan said, “Let’s go back tomorrow!” 

  

Bo Junyan was stunned. Then, he asked, “Back at this time?” 

  

Although she had cleared her name, it was not the right time for her to return to the country. 

  

“Yes!” 

  

“Is there something so important that you have to return home now?” 

  

“Yes!” 



  

“What is it?” 

  

“Let’s remarry. You said that we’re already divorced. It’s not appropriate for me to call you Hubby every 

day!” Mu Huan felt that her brain had chosen to recall the past too well. She only thought of the good 

things between them and was immersed in such love that she had forgotten that she had been calling 

him Hubby even after they got a divorce. 

  

If it weren’t for the sudden thought that her husband could help her with something, she probably 

wouldn’t have remembered that the two of them were divorced. 

  

“There’s no need to remarry,” Bo Junyan said. 

  

“Why?” Mu Huan sat up. “Can’t we be together?” 

  

“No, we didn’t divorce at all.” 

  

“Ah?” Mu Huan widened her eyes in shock. “That can’t be. In my memory, the two of us are divorced. 

Could it be that the memory of the divorce is fake?” 

  

“We did sign a divorce agreement, but we haven’t gone to the Civil Affairs Bureau to settle the 

paperwork.” 

  

Back then, they were very upset and were unwilling to go to the Civil Affairs Bureau to get a divorce. In 

the face of such a situation, he said that they didn’t have to go and they could get someone to settle 

their divorce procedures. Hence, they didn’t go to the Civil Affairs Bureau to settle the procedures. 

Initially, they had agreed that after she left, he would get someone to settle everything. 
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But even after she left, he had yet to get someone to settle their divorce procedures. 

  



“That saves me the trouble. There’s no need to make a trip back!” Mu Huan knew that unless necessary, 

she couldn’t leave Country Y. 

  

“Yes.” 

  

“Then I’ll leave Rui Hui’s matters to you from here on!” Mu Huan reached out and patted his shoulder. 

He was still her husband, so there was no need to be polite. 

  

Bo Junyan: “…” 

  

She had suddenly changed the topic, making him feel that she had suddenly remembered to remarry 

him so that he could work for her… 

  

“Hubby, you’re so capable. You’ll definitely be able to settle Rui Hui’s matter easily!” She had such a 

formidable husband. If she didn’t use this opportunity now, when should she? 

  

Bo Junyan: “…” 

  

“Don’t you want to learn how to manage the company?” A while ago, she was so hardworking. 

  

“I don’t want to learn anymore. I don’t like doing business at all. In the past, I didn’t have anyone 

reliable to help me. I had to do it myself. Now, with you around, Hubby, what’s the point of me learning 

it? I’m a scientific researcher, and I cross over to do business. I spend too much effort in managing such 

a big company. I can’t even enter the laboratory anymore.” 

  

There was that saying again. There were specialists in every field. Although Mu Huan was smart and 

learned things very quickly, she really didn’t like business know-how. She preferred to stay in the 

laboratory. 

  

She continued, “Love you, muacks!” 

  

“Just talking won’t do.” Bo Junyan reached out and pulled her into his embrace. 



  

If she liked it and wanted to become a strong businesswoman, he would teach her to become one. If she 

didn’t like it and wanted him to do these things, he would do it. 

  

Bo Junyan had always respected Mu Huan. He would give her whatever she liked and wanted. 

  

The next day, at the Rui Hui Pharmaceuticals headquarters… 

  

“You really can’t judge a book by its cover. I didn’t expect Meng Hao would do such a thing. Fortunately, 

you’re fine. If something had happened to you, I wouldn’t know how to explain it to the old man when I 

pass on in the future.” Liu Dongxu sighed as he looked at Mu Huan. 

  

Mu Huan raised an eyebrow. No wonder Liu Changfeng’s acting skills were so good. It must have been 

inherited. “Uncle Liu, you and I know what’s going on. I won’t say much, and you don’t have to act in 

front of me. 

  

“I’m a person who likes to be straightforward. Now, I’ll be direct with you. Rui Hui’s situation is not good 

now. You and I are the largest shareholders of Rui Hui. If you continue like this, it will cause Rui Hui to 

suffer greater losses. Rui Hui’s interests also represent your interests. I hope you can figure this out and 

stop in time. This way, we can still work together to win. We can bring Rui Hui’s reputation back 

together and let it reach a peak. Everyone can earn big money together! 

  

“If you don’t want that and would rather do something behind my back, then don’t blame me for being 

rude!” Although Mu Huan was a good fighter, she was not a war freak. No matter what, he had worked 

so hard for Rui Hui for so many years. Given Rui Hui’s current situation, it was better to deal with 

outsiders first. Hence, she was willing to give him another chance to cooperate. 

  

Liu Dongxu’s eyes darkened. This was the first time he had been warned by a junior at his age. “I don’t 

understand what you’re saying, but no matter why you say that, Xiao Huan, you’re going overboard. No 

matter what, I’m your elder.” 

  

“Uncle Liu, if you don’t understand, you can think about it carefully. I hope you’ll make the right choice. 

This is the last chance I’m giving you.” With that, Mu Huan turned around and walked toward her office. 
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She was a person who never liked to say much, and she had already shown her sincerity. She had no 

more time for him or for drama. 

Liu Dongxu looked at her back and his eyes became colder. 

She’s going to be rude to him? 

He wanted to see how she would be rude to him! 

Let’s see how she’s going to deal with this mess! 

Although Liu Dongxu was the second-largest shareholder of Rui Hui and Rui Hui had suffered damage, 

he had made other arrangements before doing this. To put it simply, Rui Hui had suffered serious 

damage, but his interests had not suffered much. 

Hence, he could totally stand by and watch Mu Huan make a fool of herself. He wanted to see how she 

would salvage the current Rui Hui. 

If she couldn’t lead Rui Hui out of this, he could team up with someone to take her down or take the 

opportunity to swallow Rui Hui. 

Although Liu Dongxu had said that he would pay close attention to Mu Huan and not underestimate her, 

he still instinctively felt that she was not good at business. 

He felt that the evidence of her comeback could only mean that she was a scheming and cautious 

person. 

As for business matters, it wasn’t all about being cautious and scheming. 

Business matters required more professionalism, especially when Rui Hui was facing a crisis of 

bankruptcy, a credit crisis, and all sorts of investigations by the relevant departments. This would ruin 

Rui Hui if she did not take a step well. 

He wanted to see how capable she was! 

Liu Dongxu still did not know that Mu Huan had reconciled with Bo Junyan. He thought that he had 

bribed the servant in Mu Huan’s house. In fact, Mu Huan had long known about it, and the messages she 

had asked the servant to give him were harmless. 

Liu Dongxu quickly saw how capable Mu Huan was. 

Those troublesome matters, those things that he felt she should find difficult to deal with, were all 

handled well by her. 

This made him feel disbelief. It wasn’t that he was underestimating Mu Huan. It’s just that through his 

conversations with her, he was very sure that she didn’t have any experience in the business world. She 

was only an ordinary high school student in the past. In the last three years, she had been studying and 

researching with those professors in the laboratory. No matter how talented she was in business, it was 

impossible for her to have become so formidable in such a short period of time. 

After some investigation, he realized that Bo Junyan was behind all this. 



This made him stop watching and waiting to see a joke. Instead, he went all out to obstruct Bo Junyan 

from helping Mu Huan consolidate her power and resolve those matters. 

However, when Bo Junyan had helped Mu Huan previously, his identity had not been exposed. There 

had been many aspects where he could only give her suggestions. Furthermore, because she’d kept a 

distance from him and she was rather soft-hearted, there were many things that she did not do very 

well. 

Now that Mu Huan had given him full authority to deal with Rui Hui’s matters, coupled with the fact that 

Liu Dongxu wanted to put Mu Huan in jail, Bo Junyan was extremely ruthless in suppressing him. 

Even though Liu Dongxu tried his best, he could not take it. 

After having his sovereignty stolen again, he was in a terrible mood. 

His trusted secretary said worriedly, “CEO Liu, if this continues, you’ll probably be taken down.” 

Even if their CEO Liu had more shares than before and was the second-largest shareholder of the 

company, if all the people and executive rights of the company’s various departments were taken away 

by Mu Huan, their CEO Liu would become a dry shareholder without any real power. 
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Liu Dongxu did not speak, but his eyes became increasingly sinister. 

That night, he went to a club that he frequented for drinks. 

“Mr. Liu, you’ve been drinking all this time. Is there something bothering you?” a sexy and enchanting 

woman asked delicately as she leaned forward. 

Liu Dongxu pushed her away. “Get lost.” 

He was so frustrated that he could not bear to look at anyone. 

“Mr. Liu, don’t be like this. If you have anything troubling you, say it. Maybe I can help you.” The woman 

smiled and leaned forward again. 

Just as Liu Dongxu was about to wave her away again… 

The woman whispered into his ear, “There’s a big shot who wants to work with you to destroy Mu Huan 

and Bo Junyan. If you’re interested, I can introduce you.” 

Liu Dongxu narrowed his eyes and looked at the woman beside him. After taking a closer look, he 

realized that she was different from those alcohol peddlers. 

“You don’t have to guess my identity. I’m just a messenger.” 

“Who is the other party?” He couldn’t believe her just because she said there was such a big shot. 

The woman whispered something into his ear and then took out something from her clothes for him to 

see. 

Liu Dongxu took the item and looked at it carefully for a while. He confirmed that it was real. 



“Where is he?” 

“Bring me out.” The woman smiled charmingly. 

Liu Dongxu hugged her waist and stood up to walk out. 

… 

As Rui Hui was currently in a rather tricky situation, Gong Zeye was called over by Bo Junyan to help. 

That night, he and Bo Junyan were busy with work. Mu Huan and Li Meng, on the other hand, were 

playing games together. 

Seeing that they were having so much fun, Gong Zeye was instantly unhappy and upset. 

“Sister-in-law, you can’t be so aggravating.” He was a person who liked to play games. He could watch, 

but he couldn’t play. 

“My husband said that he has to watch me to have the motivation, so I can only play here,” Mu Huan 

said apologetically. 

Gong Zeye: “…!!” 

“Can you not be so lovey-dovey and agitate a bachelor like me?” 

“Bachelor? It’s been three years, and you’re still not married to your chivalrous bandit fiancee?” The 

past few days of interacting with Gong Zeye had made Mu Huan recall some memories related to Gong 

Zeye intermittently. 

This made her increasingly feel that Eisen’s hypnotism was unreliable. 

“We got married and then got divorced!” Gong Zeye said unhappily. 

“Why? Did she dump you?” 

Gong Zeye: “…” 

“From the looks of it, you’re really the one who was dumped,” Mu Huan affirmed. 

Gong Zeye: “…” 

“Alright, since you’re so pitiful, I won’t agitate you,” Mu Huan said as she went up to kiss Bo Junyan. 

“We’ll go upstairs to play.” 

“Okay.” Bo Junyan kissed her back. 

Gong Zeye: “…” 

Li Meng: “…” 

When they saw the two of them separating, their hearts ached and they felt terrible. But now that they 

were seeing the two of them together again, while it was so good and so beautiful, for singles like them, 

it really hurt! 

They wished they had such a lover. 



But they didn’t. 

Hence, it really hurt! 

Single dogs can’t bear this hurt! 

After the two of them went upstairs… 

“It feels like Sister-in-law is regaining her youth,” Gong Zeye said. 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

What kind of analogy was that? 

“If only those things had never happened and Sister-in-law had remained like this. Previously, when I 

saw that the Sis-in-law who was so lively and adorable became so depressed, my heart really ached!” 

Gong Zeye said as he clutched his chest. 
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Bo Junyan threw him a stack of documents. “Get to work.” 

  

“Why? Can’t I feel sorry for Sis-in-law?” 

  

“Yes, you can’t,” Bo Junyan said. 

  

Gong Zeye: “…” 

  

What else could he say? 

  

Apart from working, there was nothing else he could do! 

  

That night, on the day of the full moon, the moon that was as big as a jade plate hung in the sky, and the 

heavens shone on everything in this world. 

  

The scenery was beautiful, the environment was beautiful, and her status was beautiful. However, she 

was not in a good mood. 



  

She leaned against the exquisitely carved pillar and looked up at the moon in the sky. In the past, she 

was like it, high up in the air, noble and untainted by anyone. She was so noble that people would feel 

ashamed of their inferiority when they saw her. But now… 

  

While she was in a daze, a figure quickly came up behind her and said respectfully, “Madam, there’s 

news from Country Y. They’ve confirmed it.” 

  

The woman remained motionless as she looked at the moon in the sky. After a long while, she said, 

“Alright.” 

  

Not long after the person left… 

  

An old man walked toward the woman and reached out to pull her into his embrace. “Madam, it’s late. 

We should return to our room.” 

  

A look of disgust flashed across the woman’s eyes, but it disappeared quickly. She looked up and smiled 

delicately. “Okay.” 

  

Country Y… 

  

Most of the illegal drug testing performed by Rui Hui Pharmaceuticals was conducted in a country with a 

relatively poor population. The manpower in Country F was cheap, and there was also a large 

population. After the news regarding the illegal drug testing exploded, people began protesting outside 

Rui Hui Pharmaceuticals’ largest factory every day. Although the previous tests done by Rui Hui 

Pharmaceuticals were for relatively safe drugs, there was no direct evidence that the people who had 

been secretly tested had agreed to it. 

  

It was already an unforgivable crime to drug someone without them knowing it. 

  

Hence, after the incident broke out, the local authorities could not withstand the public pressure and 

stopped the Rui Hui Pharmaceutical factory’s operation. 

  



The closure of this factory meant that many of the drugs that Rui Hui had signed a contract with could 

not be manufactured. If they couldn’t be manufactured, it would be a breach of contract. With so many 

contract drugs unable to be produced, the compensation amount would be huge. It would make Rui Hui, 

who was currently in a crisis, even more unstable. 

  

However, this wasn’t the main point. The main point was that Rui Hui was the one who’d produced the 

medicine. If the medicine couldn’t be produced normally, then the people who relied on these 

medicines to live would have to stop taking the medicine. And for some patients, once the medicine was 

stopped, the consequences would be very serious. 

  

Liu Dongxu had some ties with the authority figures of Country F. If he went to Country F, he could easily 

get the factory to start operating again, but he wouldn’t go. 

  

Mu Huan knew that he was deliberately making things difficult for her. 

  

She gave him another chance, but he still chose to be her enemy. 

  

Mu Huan wasn’t the kind of person who would give chances many times. She had said that she would 

give him one last chance, and that was the last time. Since he still chose to be her enemy, then they 

would officially become enemies! 

  

It was good that he didn’t go to Country F. Mu Huan would have been worried if he’d gone. 

  

“Hubby, you stay in Country Y. I’ll go to Country F to resolve this matter!” She had to go. 

  

“I’ll go with you,” Bo Junyan said. 

  

Mu Huan was about to say something. 

  

“A friend of mine is very influential in Country F. It shouldn’t be a problem for us to look for him,” Bo 

Junyan said. 

  



“If you have someone who can speed up the process, let’s go together.” At such a critical juncture, Mu 

Huan would not be polite with her husband. 

  

“Yes.” 

  

After confirming that Bo Junyan and Mu Huan had gone to Country F together… 

  

Liu Dongxu sent a text to a number and went over. 

Chapter 1179: I Like My Old Man (1) 

  

 

When Mu Huan and Bo Junyan got on the plane, they realized that Long Feiting and Gu Chenyi were 

there. 

  

Bo Junyan’s expression darkened. 

  

It was still the same thing. Although he knew that his wife would never have anything to do with them, 

he would still feel annoyed watching them circle around his wife. 

  

One was his nephew, and the other was someone who had saved his wife. 

  

When Mu Huan saw Gu Chenyi, she automatically ignored him. She simply greeted Long Feiting and sat 

in her seat. 

  

“Xiao Huan, I’ve bought a lot of good food. Come and have some.” Long Feiting brought a bag of snacks 

for Mu Huan. It was a type of snack that she liked to eat. 

  

Mu Huan had never been one to reject food. She reached out and took it. “You have business in Country 

F?” 

  

“Yes,” Long Feiting said. 



  

The illegal testing of Rui Hui Pharmaceuticals was done in Country F. Long Feiting had heard that the 

citizens of Country F were very resistant to Rui Hui. Mu Huan might be in danger this time. Although Bo 

Junyan was with her and there was no need for him to do anything, he still wanted to follow her, just in 

case. 

  

“There’s nothing fun in Country F. Besides, there’s been a flu going on there recently. I think it’s better 

for you to return home,” Mu Huan said. 

  

“I’ve never been to Country F before. There should be lots of scenery I haven’t seen.” 

  

Mu Huan glanced at him and did not speak further. She focused on eating her good food. 

  

“Uncle.” Gu Chenyi handed Bo Junyan a bottle of water. 

  

Bo Junyan glanced at him, but he still took the water. 

  

When Mu Huan heard Gu Chenyi call Bo Junyan Uncle, she was stunned. “Hubby, what did he call you?” 

  

“Uncle,” Long Feiting kindly answered for Bo Junyan. “Gu Chenyi is Uncle Bo’s cousin’s son. They’re 

biological uncle and nephew.” 

  

Mu Huan: “…” 

  

Her ex-boyfriend called her husband uncle… In other words, she was his aunt… 

  

Freaking hell! 

  

She had actually forgotten such a melodramatic matter! 

  



When she snapped back to her senses, she looked at Long Feiting and said, “You called my husband 

Uncle Bo, which means that you should call me Aunt.” 

  

Long Feiting: “…” 

  

Mu Huan thought about Long Feiting calling her aunt and instantly shook her head. “But you’d better 

not call me that. It’ll make me feel like I’ve instantly aged a lot!” 

  

“Who asked you to marry an old man?!” Long Feiting was a bold person who dared to say such things in 

front of Bo Junyan. “It wasn’t easy for you to get a divorce with him and walk back to the beautiful path 

of youth, but you ended up with him again!” 

  

“We didn’t get a divorce. He’s still my husband. It’s not that we’ve gotten together again. It’s just that 

we haven’t separated!” Mu Huan was still like before, absolutely protecting Bo Junyan. 

  

“Also, you’re not allowed to say that my husband is an old man. Which part of my husband is old? Look 

at this face, look at how old it is!” Mu Huan reached out and lifted Bo Junyan’s chin, letting Long Feiting 

see clearly how handsome and young her husband was! 

  

Bo Junyan: “…” 

  

His little cutie was much bolder than before. 

  

“Even if he doesn’t look old, he’s still an old man.” Long Feiting snorted. 

  

“So what if he’s an old man? I like my old man! My old man is the most handsome old man in the 

world!” Mu Huan said as she reached out to hug Bo Junyan with a blissful expression. 

  

Long Feiting’s mood turned gloomy, and Bo Junyan’s moodiness instantly dissipated because of her 

words. His dragon heart was elated as he lowered his head and kissed her red lips. 

  

If they wanted to be provoked, then let them be provoked and suffer enough. 



Chapter 1180: I Like My Old Man (2) 

Long Feiting: “…!!” 

Gu Chenyi’s eyes darkened as he looked at them. 

When Long Feiting, who was sitting with him, saw that his expression did not change at all, he said 

unhappily, “Don’t copy from others. I’m here. No matter how much you learn, you’re still a low-level 

imitator.” 

Gu Chenyi swept him a cold glance and did not speak. 

He wasn’t copying from anyone. He just wasn’t like him. It had been three years, and he still hadn’t 

grown up. However, it was also fortunate that he hadn’t grown up, allowing him to have one less strong 

enemy. 

Gu Chenyi’s contemptuous gaze made Long Feiting’s mood even worse. He really wanted to fight with 

him, but they were on a plane, and it was about to take off. 

He could only pick up the tablet on the plane and play games. 

“Hubby, Gu Chenyi’s surname is Gu. Why is he your nephew?” Mu Huan asked curiously. 

Mu Huan had asked Bo Junyan such a question in the past. Now that she was asking such a question 

again, Bo Junyan couldn’t help but sigh. “My cousin has married into the Gu family.” 

“Your family is so rich, so why would they let your cousin marry into another family?” Mu Huan was 

even more puzzled. This was because, in Yun Cheng, only those who were so poor that they didn’t have 

the money to marry a wife would marry into the woman’s family. 

“Because…” Bo Junyan repeated what he had said to her. 

“These words sound so familiar…” Mu Huan said after hearing them. Then, she asked, “Did I ask the 

same question in the past?” 

“Yes.” 

“Tsk tsk… Indeed, no matter how many times a person has done something, if they don’t have 

memories, they will still repeat it.” 

Bo Junyan did not speak and only reached out to hold her hand. 

“Since he’s your nephew, I’ll tolerate him from now on.” Mu Huan was still tolerating Gu Chenyi because 

of Bo Junyan like before. 

“No need. The more ruthless you are to him, the better,” Bo Junyan said. 

Mu Huan: “…” 

Gu Chenyi’s expression darkened further when he heard their conversation. 

He wanted to let go. He really wanted to let go of his obsession with Mu Huan. 



But no matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t let it go. In fact, he became more and more persistent and 

couldn’t let it go. 

In the past, he had become a paranoid person that he couldn’t understand. The more he couldn’t get 

something, the more he wanted it. He wanted everything, no matter the cost. 

Just like now. 

He knew that if he took this opportunity, he would be doomed, but he still wanted to grab it. 

The pain of being unable to get something no matter how much he yearned for it was really too much. 

That despair made him too hopeless. It made him wonder what else he could do other than to try and 

get her at all costs. What was the point of his life other than getting her and being with her? 

After taking off, Bo Junyan looked at his documents. 

Mu Huan took out her phone and played her company’s new standalone game. 

“Come, come, let’s connect.” Long Feiting saw that she had also started to play games and asked her to 

connect with him. 

Nowadays, most airplanes had internet. The game that Mu Huan was playing could be played on a local 

network. 

“Come,” Mu Huan said as she connected with him. 

Seeing this, Gu Chenyi said, “I’ll come too.” 

He knew all about Mu Huan’s company’s games. He had done a lot for her, but she would never look at 

him, let alone see what he had done for her. 

Mu Huan glanced at him. At the thought that he was her husband’s nephew, she reluctantly brought 

him along. 

Mu Huan’s gaming company’s standalone games were especially fun. The three of them quickly started 

playing and even had a tacit understanding. 

Their tacit understanding made Bo Junyan unable to focus on his work. 

 


